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Vikram Mayur, a wealthy Indian born and raised in England, returns home to Bombay to find his late brother Hari's eight-yearold son, Nandlal (or Nanda) .n is a 1996 romantic comedy starring Shah Rukh Khan and Sonali Bendre. Based on the novel by
Stephen Colbert, "Nan" is about a bored rich aristocrat who wants to remember his youth and find the son he forgot, in doing so
he decides to put his young son to work, and he convinced him that the ability to work at 17 years old is something that can give
him influence in society. The film was a huge success and was shown in more than 100 countries around the world, and was also
nominated for seven different awards [10 - Plays in "The Office" and "The X Factor" (November 2000).]. Karapetyan: As you
know, in England I had the opportunity to gain significant popularity, but here I played small roles. And then something
happened that I didnâ€™t expect at all: I played the lead role in â€œLook At Meâ€ and immediately began to get good roles.
After that, I moved to Hollywood, but due to lack of experience, I found myself very shy. D.P.: I think it was a problem in our
family. In Armenia, I am known to everyone: as a stylist, writer and actor, but also as a talented artist. So I always wanted to
play a hero and become an actor. In this film, I decided to make the main character of my hero - my father, Vaana. He became
very close and understandable to me here. There is no problem in becoming an actor's talent. But I'm a little afraid. After the
death of my mother, I could not write anything. And I always apologized to my relatives for how badly I show myself in art. It
was even a kind of flattery. But after I managed to express my feelings in this film, I started acting, and soon became very
popular. So there is no need to be afraid. I keep asking myself: how could I play this role if I had neither the experience nor the
voice. It is very difficult when children are filmed in films. You have the talent that many dream of, but there is no one to ask
how to reveal it. And I did it. Itâ€™s another thing to become an acting film crew: this is also very difficult, although it seems
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